Drug & Alcohol Site Management Solution

Gallagher’s drug and alcohol management solution combined with Alcolizer alcohol detection technology ensure impaired staff don’t compromise production.

Safer workplaces

Knowing that your staff are in a fit state to work, won’t put themselves or others at risk, and won’t cause interruptions to production is critical. Gallagher’s solution is designed to keep your sites, your people, and your business safe from the exposure to risk that can come from employees that are affected by drugs or alcohol.

Gallagher’s drug and alcohol solution provides for two main scenarios, testing for alcohol using Alcolizer technology (and granting/denying access based on the outcome), and running a random checking system that prompts cardholders to seek additional testing (with access being denied until the test is complete).

Command Centre, Alcolizer and our other hardware integrate seamlessly to provide a wide range of features that constitute a complete automated drug and alcohol site management solution (shown below).

Solution features

- Screen your access points for alcohol, and control access based on results
- Randomly select staff for further drug or alcohol testing
- Monitor as many access points as you need, 24 hours a day
- Ensure colleagues can’t help each other to avoid detection
- Provide proof of randomness, no cardholder can claim that they are being targeted
- Ensure that each cardholder will be selected at least once in a given time period
- Notify supervisors if a cardholder is selected for testing or tries to gain access without passing a test
- Display customizable prompts through a T20 reader
- Deliver full audit-trail for proof of compliance
Solution architecture

Alcolizer products
Gallagher supports (and supplies) two Alcolizer models, the WM4 that shows the cardholder their BAC reading (blood alcohol concentration in a person’s system), and the Centurion, which is a smaller passive screening device that doesn’t require a straw to deliver a sample, and users will be denied access if any alcohol is detected on their breath at all.

Centurion
With no straws or mouthpieces required, the Centurion is ideal for high volume use, with 100% screening (for further detailed testing) or enforcing zero tolerance policies.

Features
- Replaceable system calibration module for maximum unit availability, with instant recovery for zero test
- RS232 serial ports to connect to Command Centre
- Relay ports available
- 2 year manufacturers warranty
- Color LCD display

Wall Mount 4
The Wall Mount 4 can give detailed analysis at the time of the test.

Features
- Self-calibrates every 24hrs
- Instant recovery for zero test
- Unlimited testing
- RS232 serial ports to connect to Command Centre
- Manufactured to AS3547
- 2 year manufacturers warranty
- Color LCD display

For more information please contact your nearest Gallagher representative.